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about four inches, which emitted a most brilliant light.
This was the invention of the arc-light and electric furnace.
Platinum3 quartz, sapphires, magnesia and lime were fused
in the arc, and charcoal, plumbago and diamond were
observed to disappear. Davy wrote: "I have kept charcoal
white-hot by the Voltaic apparatus, in dry oxymuriatic gas
for an hour, without effecting its decomposition. This
agrees with what I had before observed with a red heat.
It is as difficult to decompose as nitrogen, except when all
its elements can be made to enter into new combinations."
This observation was his chief scientific inspiration in
his attack on Lavoisier's conception of oxymuriatic acid gas.
This name was proposed by Lavoisier for the gas that Sheele
obtained from pyrolusite by heating it with marine acid
(hydrochloric acid). He named the gas dephlogisticated
marine acid, i.e. marine acid freed from hydrogen, and dis-
covered several of its characteristic properties. Lavoisier
named the gas according to his own theory and nomen-
clature, which required all acids to contain oxygen. By
the second decade of the nineteenth century the sound parts
of Lavoisier's great theory had been thoroughly assimilated
and the weak parts were beginning to be a nuisance. Davy's
chemical insight and rivalry with the French urged him to
suspect that oxymuriatic acid gas contained no oxygen, and
that the French theory was defective. When he had satis-
factorily proved his opinion he renamed the gas chlorine
from its colour.
Davy accurately defined *a chemical element as a sub-
stance that could not be decomposed by any known chemical
process. He showed that chlorine was an element in this
sense and that it did not contain oxygen. This research is
considered by chemists to be his finest exhibition of chemi-
cal technique. In his day moisture could be excluded
from chemical experiments only with great difficulty.
Nearly all substances contained some moisture, even if they
did not contain combined oxygen. Hence some oxygen
could nearly always be obtained from the water of the
moisture, even if the substances contained no combined
oxygen.

